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Andersen Tiffany 12:02:07 PM MST Great!

Baker Amy 12:41:40 PM MST Thank you.

Bazelman Tracy 12:38:42 PM MST

Why did the author's for the HB believe this process was
necessary. It seems involved and arduous. 

Bazelman Tracy 12:41:03 PM MST Thank you for that Jonathan.

David Paul R 12:25:51 PM MST
In addition to water quality, will the pending program also
control the quantity or flow of water?

David Paul R 12:27:39 PM MST
Will there be agricultural exemptions for irrigation tailwater
and runoff?

David Paul R 12:31:03 PM MST
Water quality, i.e. insecticides, fertilizer and
turbidity/sediments in agricultural outflows.

Doskocil Cynthia 12:33:58 PM MST
Will seasonal waters be included in surface water
protections?

Erickson Luke 12:02:21 PM MST Sounds great!

Flake Will 12:02:21 PM MST Sounds great!

Hartline Hilary 12:27:15 PM MST

Has ADEQ reached out to other AZ state agencies to see
what studies they have that might help with valuation? We are
aware of several studies from AGFD that would probably be
useful.

Hartline Hilary 12:29:27 PM MST

We will send you some that we are aware of, but strongly
encourage ADEQ to reach out to state agencies since I'm
sure there are others that we are not aware of.

Hinson Robert 12:02:22 PM MST Sound is good.

Hollander Robert 12:02:12 PM MST Sounds good.

Hollander Robert 12:26:24 PM MST
The reports provide a lot of information. I think most of us are
still trying to digest or get our hands around the reports.

Hollander Robert 12:32:51 PM MST

Under Modeling Elements in McClure Report #1, I am not
sure I agree with the order of Categories and Subcategories. I
see two major categories of water quality requirements.
Those being health-based and wildlife & aquatic-based
requirements. McClure has included fish consumption under
Environmental, where I think fish consumption is a health-
based concern. I just don't follow all of McClure's listing.

Hollander Robert 12:37:45 PM MST
I am still reviewing these reports. I will submit further
comments by email.

Hollander Robert 12:38:46 PM MST Thank you for doing this. I know it is challenging.

Kring Jo Lynn 12:02:17 PM MST sounds good

Mattox April 12:27:13 PM MST How will special cases be handled?

Mattox April 12:28:36 PM MST

As in, will there be individual deteminations be made on
streams, lakes, etc. that a municipality thinks should be
included but is not based on the model.

Mattox April 12:29:08 PM MST Or thinks that should be excluded but the model has included.

Railsback Meghan 12:02:12 PM MST sounds good to me

Ross Stuart 12:02:08 PM MST yes

Sheldon Megan 12:27:09 PM MST

one of slides mentioned "12 studies," can you reference a
page number of the technical paper or the McClure report
where these 12 studies are listed?  

Sheldon Megan 12:38:39 PM MST

On page 7 of the technical paper, affected parties include
WWTPs. Why were water treatment plants excluded when
they may rely on the protected surface water as a drinking
water source?

Sorensen Marcia 12:02:06 PM MST Sound is great!

Thomas Scott 12:33:59 PM MST

You've talked a bit about estimating benefits, which is always
challenging. With respect to the other required piece of the
analysis, at a big picture level, what sort of things does ADEQ
expect to analyze in terms of estimating costs of listing waters
or setting standards at particular levels? 
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